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The federal 2018 budget for the Department 
of Energy proposed $508 million for an 
Exascale Computing Initiative (ECI).  This 

investments to advance exascale computing 
and protect the national electric grid from 
cyber attacks – page 7
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Every day CSRA makes a difference in how the 

government serves our country and our citizens. 

We are inspired by the important missions of 

our customers and we believe that by working 

together we can deliver exceptional  

next-generation IT solutions and professional 

services to enable the safety, security, health and 

well-being of our nation.

csra.com

NEXT-GENERATION
IT SOLUTIONS FOR MISSION 

SUCCESS 

Proud to sponsor BDPA in their mission 
to advance careers from the classroom 

to the boardroom.

https://www.csra.com
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BDPA, formerly known as Black Data Processing 
Associates, was founded in 1975 to promote professional 
growth and technical development to those in or entering 
information and communications technology (ICT) career 
fields and related industries.  Now in its 42nd year (Volume 
XLII) National BDPA (NBDPA) and participating local BDPA 
Chapters publish quarterly or monthly newsletters.  For 
newsletter or web portal advertising rates, publication 
schedules, online calendars, and newsletters, contact regional 
or local BDPA Chapters. Visit bdpa.org or bdpatoday.com 
or call bdpatoday at 703.627.8257.    
 
bdpatoday (ISSN 1946-1429) is published by participating 
Local Chapters of NBDPA with their respective chapter 
Communications Committees, mailed to BDPA members, 
BDPA corporate sponsors and electronically delivered to 
BDPA Chapters and Chapter Interest Groups (CIGs)  as a 
benefit of membership.  First Class and Periodicals postage 
paid at Washington, D.C. and additional regional mailing 
offices.   Unless otherwise noted by own copyright, art and 
graphics ©National BDPA, ©BDPA-DC, ©Corbis, ©Getty 
Images, ©ITSMF and ©JupiterImages.  NBDPA Conference 
photos ©National BDPA, credits: Charlie Perkins, Lynn 
Dunigan; BDPA-DC photos: Lynn Dunigan, Kyle Carter, and 
Catherine Williamson. Cover  photo credits:  U.S. Navy; PTTV 
graphics, photos and logos: ©BDPA-DC and  ©bdpatoday.  

Chapter publications, such as bdpatoday, are available for 
online publishing of ICT industry, chapter news, and community 
IT, Cyber, and STEM events. Forward advertisements, articles, 
calendar of events, or images with captions and credits to: 
info@bdpatoday.org.  Readers may use National BDPA’s 
landing page, BDPA.org, to review local events or visit 
www.bdpatoday.com.  Advertisements, articles, 
announcements, OP-EDs, tweets, re-tweets, or following 
National BDPA on social media does not constitute an 
endorsement. Contributor opinions are not necessarily those 
of National BDPA, local BDPA Chapters, nor bdpatoday. 
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 ITSMF 4th Quarter 2017 Symposium 
11.09.17—11.11.17 | Tampa, FL

ITSMF’s mission is to increase the level of African-American representation 
at senior-levels of IT through executive leadership development programs, 
networking initiatives, formal mentoring and strategic partnerships.

This quarter’s  symposium is open to all ITSMF constituents to forge new 
partnerships, reinforce existing ones and build strategic alliances to cultivate 
leaders for an evolving digital world. This event will focus on the mind, body and 
soul of the leader, and explore the “true grit” and resiliency that drives innovation 
and business growth.   bt
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In 2008, BDPA Washington co-hosted one of the year’s  regional technology 
summits with Bowie State University. Marines from  Marine Corps Systems Command in 
Quantico, Virginia, served as judges during regional student competitions.   Students 
shown above were members of BDPA’s Hartford, CT Chapter High School Computer 
Competition (HSCC) team. This month, BDPA honors the Marine Corps’ 242nd Birthday 
and the Host Chapter’s ten-year STEM partnership with Bowie State University. Happy 
Birthday, Marines!

 June 21, 2008   Regional BDPA TECH Summit
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Conference Dates:  
Nov. 12 - 17, 2017 
 
Exhibition  Dates:  
Nov. 13 - 16, 2017

SC17: HPC Connects
Unlike anytime in history, HPC is allow-
ing us to analyze mountains of data to prove 
long standing theories about our universe, 
our climate, our health, and our interests 
in many other research domains.  Areas of 
the world now have access to new materi-
als that help to slow down climate change…
Coastal cities are evacuated before hurri-
canes claim lives…New precision medicine 
techniques bring new hope to our families 
and friends… Humanity is connected as 
never before through these discoveries. 
HPC brings together the computing sys-
tems and brilliant minds in this pursuit for 
a better world and our place in the cosmos. 

http://sc17.supercomputing.org/

The International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage and Analysis

http://sc17.supercomputing.org


“The Small Business Report” is a weekly 
half hour radio show for small businesses 
that is balanced between light-hearted 
and serious. It is for the small business 
owner and for those that are thinking 
about going into business. This show serves 
as a weekly resource of information that 
reports on business growth and economic 
development.  Join Executive Producer and 
Host Carl Brown (above, left) with Producer 
and Co-Host, Sharrarne Morton on Sirius 
XM HUR Voices. Start Something!

 
OSDBU Council
The Office of Small & Disadvantaged Business 
Utilization (OSDBU) Council, which is led by 
the Directors of the Federal OSDBU’s who 
individually work closely with the Office 
of Federal Procurement Policy, U.S. Small 
Business Administration, and Heads of 
Contracting for each federal agency along 
with stakeholders in the implementation 
and execution of the Federal Small Business 
Contracting Programs. Small businesses who 
wish to trade with the federal government 
may visit SBA.gov and Business.USA.gov 
for additional tools and resources.  bt

Starting Something? Seeking federal contract or grant opportunities? Visit 
the District of Columbia’s Small Business Development Centers (DC SBDC)
 

The District of Columbia SBDC network is the only Districtwide, nationally 
accredited program that provides high quality one-on- one consulting, training 
and information resources to empower new and existing businesses.  DC SBDC 
consultants work with entrepreneurs in confidential, individualized sessions 
to help them with a range of business issues including testing a new business 
proposition, shaping a business plan, investigating funding opportunities, and 
much more. 

The DC SBDC program is a public/private partnership with the U.S. Small Business 
Administration (SBA) and Howard University. Howard University is the Lead 
center, Anacostia Economic Development Corporation (AEDC) is a full service 
sub-center, and the Greater Washington Urban League is a full service sub-center. 

Additionally, DC SBDC owns strategic partnerships with the DC Department 
of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA), District of Columbia Chamber of 
Commerce and American University, Washington College of Law. For additional 
information and resources, visit: dcsbdc.org.   bt
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Sirius XM HUR Voices Channel 141
“The Small Business Report”

http://www.dcsbdc.org


H.R. 3354 — E
Appropriations Committee Releases Fiscal Year 
2018 Energy and Water Appropriations Bill 

WASHINGTON—T

known as the 
Act, was passed on a vote of 211-198.

spending.

in the face of growing global threats – including North Korea and 

investments in our energy development and water infrastructure 

commented on the importance of the bill:

strategic 
investments in basic science and energy R&D.”

Last July, HPCWire reported both the U.S. House and the U.S. Senate had 

HPCWIre 

status quo from FY-17 for the near term.

See SUPERCOMPUTING on next page 
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SUPERCOMPUTING from page 7

Science Research

basic energy research, the development of high-performance 

energy sources. These investments lay the groundwork for a more 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) – FCW reports this 
bill addresses a range of cybersecurity and technology issues 

 – If signed 

FCW also 

governments.  State and Local governments must remain on par 

was included in the bill.

FCW reports 

phases two and three of the program, which deal with access 

management. To that end, appropriators recommended giving NPPD 

complete these tasks, and rapidly move to related concerns such as 

members declined budget requests to procure any new systems 

Defense Department Research and Development – The bill contains 

threats.  bt
 – Sources: House.gov, FCW, HPCWire
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BDPA Members and Alumni attend 
XBox One X Launch Party

 - and BDPA-DC  –  All Xbox fans were 
invited to visit Best Buy
across the U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico and Sydney to celebrate the launch 
with giveaways, gameplay and more.  For those who pre-ordered at 

their new Xbox One X right at 9:00 p.m. PT/midnight ET last Monday 
November 6, from the store where they pre-ordered.

Virginia, hosted a meet and greet for the public with Members and 

Student members from BDPA and CSRA’s Employee Resource Groups. 
At midnight, BDPA HSCC Alumnus Titus Thomas (right, inset photo, 

powerful gaming consoles. Titus is a recent graduate of Bowie State  
University and leads BDPA DC’s Gaming App Development Workshops 

.  bt  
– 

TECH Truckers: 
Tesla Unveils a new Big Electric Rig

 - BDPA Bay Area  –  Tesla Inc.’s plans to roll out an all-

that will go into powering the truck founder Elon Musk is calling “The 

cars ramp up over the next decade. Usage could jump even higher if 

Other manufacturers in this space are focusing on similar markets, 

rather than long-haul trucks. Industry veteran and Tesla co-founder Ian 
Wright told CNBC long-haul trucking is a tougher market for electric 
than shorter-range, light- and medium-duty trucking.   bt  

– Sources and photo: 

https://www.leidos.com/careers


http://www.marines.com


Where are they now? 

HSCC Alumnus Suntheng Tiang 
 at Georgia State University

BDPA ATLANTA 

chose Georgia State University as an 
opportunity to grow my intellectualism 
in the future.

It was an honor to be a part of the BDPA 
HSCC Atlanta Chapter. I enjoyed the 
marvelous teachers and coordinators 
that work hands-on with students who 

of technology. The most memorable 

peers and in myself. What struck me the most about my experience 
was the growth that I encountered in the Chapter because of the drive 
that I did not know I had.

recognizes that to close the gap of computer and technology literacy, 

economy.  Industry desperately needs students from historically 

computer science and community responsibility from any of the more 
than 45 BDPA chapters located across America.

info sessions or weekend computer camps on the latest computer 

—  Source: 
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    What is High Performance Computing?  What are Supercomputers?

—IBM’s Sequoia (Primer chart shown above) was a petascale Blue Gene/Q 

Livermore, California. 

long-running, compute-intensive batch jobs. Clusters consist of large numbers of compute 
nodes connected by high performance  networks. These types of systems are 
commonly referred to as Beowulf clusters.

What is it used for?
HPC primarily is used for long-running batch jobs that require intensive “compute” 

running in HPC centers can operate in parallel using popular frameworks like OpenMP 
and MPI.

of tools and libraries are available for support. Other HPC users may simultaneously run 

such as MATLAB.

How to Connect

authorized users to submit jobs to their HPC queues, compile code to run using many 

but it allows centers to provide HPC resources to users in such a way so that all jobs are 
eventually processed and run.

clusters are provided.

What is a Supercomputer?
A supercomputer is a computer that performs at or near Industry’s currently highest 

GPGPUs (general-purpose graphics processing units) have enabled powerful machines for 

parallelism (OpenMP), distributed memory parallelism (MPI), and GPGPU parallelism. 

By leveraging the Bootable Cluster CD project, and its associated curriculum modules, 

bt  

See our related story, , in our July 2016 issue of bdpatoday.

— Sources:  and techtarget.com
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Launches This Quarter

—The H.O.P.E. Project DMV (HOPE) in Washington, 
D.C.  announced this quarter  classes are now 
available online. New users may visit the following link to register. 

  http://www.hopeprojectdc.org/HOPE-Project-Online.aspx  

HOPE recently signed a consulting and training agreement with 
Goodwill Industries International. Their first project launched earlier 
this year during BDPA-DC’s  where 20 Goodwill 
employees from nine U.S. cities attended a two-day workshop at the 
HOPE Training Facility in the District of Columbia.  Team sessions 
included building, maintaining, and growing IT career training 
programs for young adults.

HOPE is an information technology (IT) training program dedicated to 
providing technical training and development for young adults. Their 
renown IT training program is designed to prepare students for entry-
level positions as Help-desk and Application Support Professionals. 

HOPE’s mission empowers young adults to reach their potential by 
providing a comprehensive information technology training program, 
designed for students ages 17-35. H.O.P.E. (“

“), offers these services in very diverse and caring environments. 

HOPE helps many, one by one, through dynamic programming 
that is responsive to immediate needs of local communities and IT 
Industries. HOPE is committed to helping young adults regain hope 
by offering relevant career and IT training.

BDPA Members with CompTIA certifications (A+, Network+, 
Security+), Help Desk expertise (HDI, ITIL), or training experiences 
(Cisco, Microsoft, PMI) in a BDPA Chapter-City or near the following 
cities: Tyler (TX), Houston (TX), Austin (TX), Colorado Springs (CO), 
Baltimore (MD), San Jose (CA), Roanoke (VA), Grandville (MI) and 
Columbus (OH), are invited to contact local BDPA Chapters for local 
info-sessions and BDPA Tech Meet-Ups.

Sources:

Raymond Bell, Jr., (left) is the founder and Executive Director 
of the award-winning H.O.P.E. Project DMV.

—Photo credit: 
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– See real-time application performance, user experiences, 
and infrastructure capacity

– Act fast. Isolate, resolve and automate the resolution of 
performance bottlenecks — in production

– Know your mission impact with real-time application analytics

See how your apps are performing.
Start a FREE trial at appdynamics.com

http://appdynamics.com


https://www.rkcybersolutions.com


Derica W. Rice
Executive Vice President
Global Services and
Chief Financial Officer 
Eli Lilly and Company

» Started at Eli Lilly and Company in 1990

»  Salutatorian of his high school class, 
first in his family to attend college

»  Holds degrees from Kettering University 
and Indiana University

ersity

My mom was the smartest person I have ever known. She raised the seven of us on her own after my dad died when  
I was only 11. We never had much money, but I realize now that because of things she taught us, we were rich.  
I carry her wisdom with me throughout my daily work. 

I also watched my mom struggle with diabetes. Thanks in part to Lilly, I shared 25 years with her that otherwise 
would not have been possible. And now I have the opportunity to do the same for other people. 

Once, in a VA hospital, I was approached by a Vietnam veteran. He told me how his life was transformed by 
our medicines. And that’s when it clicked for me—the REAL impact of what we do here and the dramatic 
effect we have on people’s lives. After that meeting, I had an even stronger sense of purpose. Lilly’s 
done so much for my family and for many others. And I hope the work I am doing today will help my 
three children overcome some of the challenges they might face tomorrow.

Lilly.com

A stronger sense of purpose.

2016 CA Approved for External Use PRINTED IN USA ©2016, Eli Lilly and Company. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

http://www.lilly.com
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